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Brain-teasers! 



Medication related errors are the 

most common type of patient 

safety incident in the NHS 

1.StronglyAgree 

2.Agree 

3.Disagree 

4.Strongly Disagree 



There are approximately 1,000 

avoidable deaths in the NHS every 

month 

1.StronglyAgree 

2.Agree 

3.Disagree 

4.Strongly Disagree 



There were 449 ‘never events’ 

between April 2014 and January 

2015 in the NHS 

1.StronglyAgree 

2.Agree 

3.Disagree 

4.Strongly Disagree 



More training will make the biggest 

difference to patient safety in my 

organisation 

1.StronglyAgree 

2.Agree 

3.Disagree 

4.Strongly Disagree 



I have a strong desire, and some ideas about 

what to do differently tomorrow to improve 

patient safety in my organisation 

1.StronglyAgree 

2.Agree 

3.Disagree 

4.Strongly Disagree 



Safety incidents NHS 
• The top four most commonly reported types of 

incident have remained the same:  
1. patient accidents  

2. implementation of care and ongoing monitoring/review incidents 

3. treatment/procedure incidents &  

4. medication incidents  

 

• There were 249 “never events” Apr’14-Jan’15 

 

• Jeremy Hunt (8/2/15, BBC) said there were 1000 

avoidable deaths in the NHS/month 

 



Ombudsman 7th Feb’15 
The Parliamentary and Health Service Ombudsman's 
main findings show: 
• Over one-third of NHS investigations were not good enough to 

identify if something had gone wrong. 

• 28 of the 150 cases should have been investigated by the NHS 
as a Serious Untoward Incident (SUI). 

• Of those 28 cases, 71% had a complaint that did not trigger 
an SUI investigation. 

 

'When the NHS makes a mistake their duty is to investigate – these 
investigations shouldn't be about attributing blame but should 
find out what happened and why in order to prevent the same 
mistakes from happening again. Our evidence too often shows 
this is not the case.' 



Josie King story 
 

• In 2001, 18-month-old Josie King died of 

dehydration and a wrongly-administered narcotic 

at Johns Hopkins Hospital.  

• There are events like this that happen regularly in 

the world including in the NHS. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mp8Kq3ajv3w 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mp8Kq3ajv3w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mp8Kq3ajv3w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mp8Kq3ajv3w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mp8Kq3ajv3w


Breakout 
• What is the right number of medication errors if you are 

the patient? 

• How do you choose the patients who do not get the 
care prescribed by the medical evidence? 

• How do you explain to your mother that it is perfectly 
normal and acceptable to spend 8 hours on a trolley in 
the Emergency Department? 

• Why must a patient wait weeks to get an appointment 
for the care they need? 

• Why is it acceptable to discharge a patient when 
“hope” is the only discharge plan for preventing 
readmissions?  

 
(From: Leadership and Culture, Andrea Kabcenell, IHI) 



Patient safety 
 

The NPSA 7 steps to patient safety: 

 

1. Safety culture  

2. Lead & support staff 

3.  Integrated risk management 

4.  Promote incident reporting 

5. Involve patients and the public  

6. Learn and share lessons 

7. Implement solutions 

 



Safety culture (Reason) 
• Informed culture-one in which those who manage and operate 

the system have current knowledge about the human, technical, 
organisational and environmental factors that determine the 
safety of the system as a whole.  

• Reporting culture: a culture in which people are willing to report 
errors and near misses.  

• Just culture: a culture of 'no blame' where an atmosphere of trust 
is present and people are encouraged or even rewarded for 
providing essential safety-related information- but where there is 
also a clear line between acceptable and unacceptable 
behaviour.  

• Flexible culture which can take different forms but is 
characterised as shifting from the conventional hierarchical 
mode to a flatter professional structure.  

• Learning culture - the willingness and the competence to draw 
the right conclusions from its safety information system, and the 
will to implement major reforms when the need is indicated.  

 



Measure safety 
• The Francis Inquiry report into patient treatment at 

the Mid Staffordshire NHS Foundation Trust set out 29 

recommendations on measurement, more than on 

any other topic, and set the measurement of safety 

an absolute priority for healthcare organisations.  

 

• The Berwick review found that most healthcare 

organisations at present have very little capacity to 

analyse, monitor or learn from safety and quality 

information. 

 



Changing the way we work 
 

 

 

• It is easier to act your way into a different kind of 

thinking than thinking your way into a different kind 

of acting………Richard Pascale 



“The way we work”  

 

PATHOLOGICAL: who cares as long as we are not caught and hit targets 

GENERATIVE: safety is how we do business here - constantly vigilant 

PROACTIVE: we anticipate and constantly seek out all safety risks to patients 
through systems surveillance and prevent them before they happened  

CALCULATIVE: we have systems in place to monitor and manage all hazards 

REACTIVE: safety is very important; we carry out robust RCAs every time there 
is an SI and deliver our complaint response targets 

The characteristic of  
High Reliability Organisation 
(nuclear & aviation industries) 
operations are safe & reliable 

Active safety management 
linked to operational  
management 

Risk metrics&assurance.  
RCA &complaint  
handling system 

 

Past harm: this encompasses 

both psychological and 

physical measures.  Data 

displayed, acknowledged and 

tracked through SPC charts. 

At ward,CMG and Board level 

Reliability: this is defined as 

‘failure free operation over 

time’ and applies to measures 

of behaviour, processes and 

systems. The organisation 

delivers what it says it will all 

the time, in every area, to 

every patient. Tracked through 

monitoring of quality 

indicators, rotated regularly. 

Sensitivity to operations: the 

information and capacity to 

monitor safety on an hourly or 

daily basis.  Regular  debriefs 

at micro/meso and macro 

level. Regular leadership walk 

arounds and 

acknowledgement of frontline 

expertise. Safety is delivered 

through operational 

management 

Anticipation and 

preparedness: the ability to 

anticipate, and be prepared 

for, problems.  Training on 

safety systems, human factors 

design, capability in QI, 

Leadership walk-arounds 

Integration and learning: the 

ability to respond to, and 

improve from safety 

information.  Effective IT 

solutions. Patient and family 

centred care with listening 

platforms; patients involved in 

planning & delivery 

Actions  Journey Zones of Development 

Reason modification of Westrum model 



Culture & Strategy (Drucker) 



NHS culture & leadership (West) 
 

• “The modern NHS requires all staff to adopt leadership roles in 

their work and take individual and collective responsibility for 

delivering safe, effective, high-quality and compassionate 

care for patients and service users…….It is all about the 

culture.” 

 

• “And the most important determinant of an organisation’s 

culture is its current and future leadership so the challenge is 

to achieve the right leadership for the future of health care 

organisations.” 



Leading culture for high quality  
 

• Prioritising an inspirational vision – focused on quality  

• Clear aligned goals and objectives at every level  

• Patient and carer engagement  

• Good people management for flourishing  

• Employee engagement and proactivity  

• Team and inter-team working  

• Learning and innovation  

• Values-based leadership at every level  

 
West M et al. High Quality Care for All. 

 

 

 



Values: high performing healthcare 
 

• High quality, safe care the top priority  

• Respect, dignity, compassion and human rights  

• Patients and staff involved in decision making  

• Efficient, effective, professional and productive  

• Positive, appreciative, supportive  

• Cooperation: team, inter-team, cross-boundary  

• Evidence-based and learning  

• Transparency and openness  

 
West M et al. High Quality Care for All. 



7 Leadership leverage points 
 

1. Set specific system-level aims and oversee their achievement 
at the highest levels of governance. 

2. Build an executable strategy to achieve the aims, and 
oversee the execution at the highest levels of administration. 

3. Channel leadership attention to system-level improvement: 
personal leadership, leadership systems, and transparency  

4. Put patients and families on the improvement team 

5. Make the Chief Financial Officer a quality champion 

6. Engage physicians 

7. Build improvement capability 

 
Reinertsen et al. Seven Leadership Leverage points: for organizational 
level improvement in healthcare. IHI. 

 

 

 



Culture for improvement (IHI) 

FROM TO 

• Doing the job 

 

• Compliance 

 

• Failure avoidance 

 

• Top down 

• Individualism 

• Fault finding 

• Reactive 

• Quick fix  

• Piecemeal 
 

• Doing the job and 
improving the process 

• Ownership and 
commitment 

• Working to achieve 
breakthrough performance 

• Front line ownership 

• Teamwork 

• Fact finding 

• Proactive  

• Continuous improvement 

• Systems approach 

 



Patient safety and leadership 
 

• Leaders build learning systems, work with patients 

and other staff to develop processes, build 

structures and measure outcomes for safer care 

 

• Every individual is a leader and leadership is 

collective within the system 

 

• Safety is achieved through directed action that 

develops an organisation through different stages 

into one that delivers reliable, safer care 



 
 
 

Brain-teasers! 



Medication related errors are the 

most common type of patient 

safety incident in the NHS 

1.StronglyAgree 

2.Agree 

3.Disagree 

4.Strongly Disagree 



There are approximately 1,000 

avoidable deaths in the NHS every 

month 

1.StronglyAgree 

2.Agree 

3.Disagree 

4.Strongly Disagree 



There were 449 ‘never events’ 

between April 2014 and January 

2015 in the NHS 

1.StronglyAgree 

2.Agree 

3.Disagree 

4.Strongly Disagree 



More training will make the biggest 

difference to patient safety in my 

organisation 

1.StronglyAgree 

2.Agree 

3.Disagree 

4.Strongly Disagree 



I have a strong desire, and some ideas about 

what to do differently tomorrow to improve 

patient safety in my organisation 

1.StronglyAgree 

2.Agree 

3.Disagree 

4.Strongly Disagree 


